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K a t h y  H a r m s  

    The FBI did not know.  The Army and 
the Navy did not know. Husbands and 
friends did not know. It was the best kept 
secret in history. But 12 glorious women 
knew. Secret photo sessions were held 
with Katie Jayne, the photographer. Odd 
meeting places became settings. A bath 
tub brimming with bubbles, a picnic table 
in the County Park, behind the bushes, at 
the beach, and even in bed!  What was 
going on?  It was the making of our first, 
but not last, Bishop Gadsden 2009/10 
Calendar Girls’ calendar. I contacted the 
girls to see what was happening in their 
lives since their calendar debut in 2009 and 2010.  Five responded:  Billye Mann, Katherine 
Prevost, Martha Roberts, Joan Ward and Marilou Watts. I thank them for taking the time and 
thoughtfulness to do the paper work and even suppling me with pertinent details. Thank you!   
   It was a “dubious honor,” says Joan Ward since only the girls who agreed to appear were 
chosen. Seems logical to me. 
 

ARE YOU SPRINGING OUT OF BED ALL SET TO GO? 
   Joan Ward, looking happy in July behind a big beach ball and nothing else, replied, “Are you 
kidding!” Martha Roberts, immersed in a bathtub full of bubbles holding a yellow rubber 
duckie, affirmed that she went to bed late and slept late.  She loves BG because living here is 
absolutely the best!  She can do whatever she wants whenever she wants. She never stops. 
   Only on some days does Billye Mann actually spring out of bed.  But in August 2009, 
wearing boots, an open khaki jacket and a smile, she sprang onto Bernard Krafig’s motorcycle. 
By the way, Bernard was smiling too…and he still has that motorcycle. 
   Katherine Prevost, holding a bouquet of pink peonies and a slippery rosy drape around her 
shoulders, does not spring out of bed but gets up carefully.  Then she is ready for the day. 
   Marilou Watts, looking over a rather large fanned out hand of cards, gave the only 
unadulterated, unmodified, unqualified, “Yes!’ 
   After its publication, many a husband were surprised to see so much of their wives in the 
calendar. 
HAS YOUR ATTITUDE CHANGED? 
   Our girls remain very positive.  Katherine says, “Enjoy every day as it comes.”  Joan Ward 
finds life still exciting. “Do as much as you can.  Be happy and helpful.” says Marilou.   
 

DO YOU HAVE AN IDEA FOR A NEW CALENDAR? 
   Katherine thinks that all the new pretty faces signal a new calendar. Joan wants the BG men to 
wear muscle shirts and muscle through the year. 
   Now Marilou thinks the men should dress, really dress in top hats and tails and then have a 
glass of wine with a gorgeous girl or perhaps light her cigarette. 
   Putting on a few more years has not increased interest in Pub appearances nor have our girls 
become the best bridge players in town.  In fact, Joan has switched to Canasta. 
   Our calendar girls are not sedentary. Billie walks her dog and reads. Martha plays bridge.  
That’s all she admits to doing but she is never still. You can spot 

Continued on next page 
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Katherine walking around campus and entertaining her family who are 
frequent visitors. I think that Katherine gave her love of dancing to her son 
who can tango and she once put on a memorable tango exhibition for us. 
 

RANDOM QUESTION—WHAT WAS YOUR MOST EXCITING 
VACATION? 
   Martha promoted a Mediterranean cruise. She said it was fabulous! The 
tattoo in Scotland was memorable for Billye. Katherine, her husband, 
daughter and son-in-law had a private tour in Israel, that proved to be 
memorable and ‘so much fun!” Joan poses the question: which would you 
choose as the most exciting, a simple African safari or learning about the 
ancient culture of China? Joan is still wondering. Now how’s this for 

excitement: flying back from London on the Concord.  Way to go, Marilou! 
   Stephanie Ochipinti, Charitable Giving & Communication Assistant, has a copy of the 2009 and 2010 calendars.  
By the way, the 2010 calendar put 12 men on the front cover only wearing shoes as they held up the now famous 
BISHOP GADSDEN banner to cover who knows what. When our women did their front cover, they gathered 
behind a large tree by St. James Place to throw off their coats and peer smilingly over the large BG banner. This 
activity proved too much for a group of imported bush whackers who stopped trimming to view this surprising 
activity.  They were dumb struck. 
   The sale of these two calendars made much money for the BG Resident Assistance Fund. The calendar sold so 
quickly it was reprinted three more times. The girls became celebrities. They were highlighted on  local TV shows, 
were invited to Kiawah as guests of a professional group and a large group of calendars were sent to an overseas 
Army base.  Whoo Hoo!  Surprise, surprise! 
   It was a happy and fun project.  Hurrah for our calendar girls. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Our much talented Katie Jayne did the photography except for the two front covers which were done by Wade 
Spees, a professional photographer, while Grace Beahm grouped the men for the 2010 cover. 

   2009        2010 
January   Sisters, Porter Smith and Elise Robertson  Connie Lyle  
February   Betsy Loeser                                            Maxine Greer 
March    Jeanne Herndon                          B. Bower                       
April    Martha Roberts                          Leslie Townsend Jervey 
May    Happy Crow                                          Katherine Prevost 
June    Marilou Watts                             Louise Lancaster 
July    Chance Scrantom                       Jackie Bowe 
August   Joan Ward                                  Billye Mann 
September   Frances Carlisle                          Bette Fogel 
October   Kent Freeman                             Jean Wallace 
November   Harriet Barnwell                                     Peggy Cooper 
December   Fran Pfaff                                     Esther Boykin 

 Program Director. She was elected 
Director of the Center for 
Osteoporosis and Bone Health. 
   Osteoporosis is a silent disease which 
causes deterioration of bone tissue and 
disruption of bone architecture. Compromised 
bone strength increases the risk of 

fractures following minimal trauma. The most commonly 
affected bones are the spine, hip, and wrist.  Osteoporosis 
affects both sexes and all races. One in three women and 
one in five men will have fragility fractures in their 
lifetime. Twenty percent of hip fractures require long 
term nursing. There are 500,000 

  On June 12, we were fortunate to 
have a presentation in Blackmer 
Hall by Dr. Beatrice Hull, Director 
of the MUSC Health Center for 
Osteoporosis and Bone Health.   
   Dr. Hull received her medical 
doctor degree from Kaunas Medical 
University in Lithuania. She finished her internal 
medicine residency at St. Vincent's Medical Center in 
Connecticut, an affiliate of Columbia University. After 
completing her endocrinology fellowship at the Medical 
University of South Carolina, she has been made an 
Assistant Professor and Endocrinology Fellowship Continued on next page 
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M E S S A G E  F R O M  T H E  V I C E  P R E S I D E N T / C O O  

S a r a h  T i p t o n  

 After our long and mild spring, summer has finally made its appearance—and what 
an appearance! I hope everyone is finding delightful ways to stay cool and 
enjoy indoor activities. These are the days we can't take our air conditioning for 
granted...or the people who keep it in good shape and working well for us.   
   I am always amazed at the complexity of these systems at BG, and have utmost 
respect for the knowledge and expertise of our EVS staff.  As everyone is aware, we 
recently bid farewell to Rayner Beattie, who in his nine years with us became deeply 
knowledgeable about the intricacies of our systems and worked diligently first as an 
HVAC Tech and then as a supervisor to keep our building comfortable and its systems 

humming along. Fortunately for BG, we welcomed Stuart Everidge, our new Building Services Supervisor, in 
plenty of time to work alongside Rayner and take in as much "institutional knowledge" as possible.  The whole BG 
Community has been blessed to have Rayner's special blend of expertise, kindness, and generosity of spirit, and we 
wish him the very best in Colorado.   
   And speaking of complexity, we are delighted that the replacement of our commercial kitchen flooring 
throughout the Community is now complete. As the project was getting underway, I had a couple residents ask why 
it needed to be done now.  The truth is, it was overdue, in part because it was such a daunting task. I have seen 
dozens and dozens of capital projects over the years, and I can tell you that for the square footage affected, this 
project was one of the most complex. To accomplish continued food service in three kitchens, serving over 1000 
meals per day with absolutely no back-of-house operating equipment or refrigeration was practically a miracle as 
far as I'm concerned! The intense coordination, preparation, flexibility and creativity on the part of the entire 
Culinary Services team was tremendous. And, as project lead, Daniel Larrabee personally had his hand in every 
component of the process, ensuring there were few if any bumps in the road.  We now have a sleek, non-slip, 
ergonomic floor creating a beautiful work environment for those important staff members who work behind the 
scenes to keep us happily fed.   
   Of course, projects will continue through the last of summer months and into the fall as well, with progress in 
landscaping and most importantly the croquet court already underway, and long-awaited renovations to 
Winningham court beginning shortly and Commons improvements following right behind.  As we strive to "affirm 
positive living" by keeping the BG environment exciting and fresh, we give thanks for the graciousness and 
mutually supportive community of those who live and work here.  

B O N E  D E N S I T Y . . . C O N T ’ D  

 with absorption of the Calcium, can help prevent fragility 
fractures. 
  We are very fortunate to have many exercise classes 
scheduled here at Bishop Gadsden and an experienced 
and capable staff to help us improve our balance and 
overall health through proper nutrition and exercise. 
   On a personal note, I have been diagnosed with 
Osteoporosis with a T-Score of -2.7 and am tested every 
two years for forearm and spinal diagnoses. I have broken 
my toes, ankle, patella, cheekbone, wrist, and pelvis. It 
seems that as we age, the possibilities of fractures become 
more probable. 
   I consider myself very healthy and do not have any 
limitations which alter my lifestyle, but I continually 
watch my diet, take Calcium and Vitamin D and try to get 
exercise which will help me to ward off falls in the future. 
   After the presentation, there were bone density tests 
available if one was interested.  It certainly is 
recommended to get these tests to be aware of your 
condition and continue to eat a proper diet and take an 
exercise class and get help from our staff which will show 
you the exercises which will increase your balance to 
ward off any future falls.  
   Remember:  Eat Well, Exercise and DON'T FALL! 

hospital admissions annually and 180,000 nursing 
home admissions annually due to fragility fractures. 
   Osteoporosis can be diagnosed and treated before 
fractures occur. Reasons for bone deterioration are--age, 
genetics, and menopause—these things we cannot change. 
Falls, excessive alcohol, smoking, low calcium and Vitamin 
D are all main reasons for trauma to our bones which 
can be prevented. 
   Osteoporosis is diagnosed through a Bone Density 
Test (DXA Scan). Women 65 years old and over and 
men 70 years or over should be tested.  The DXA Scan 
will show a T-Score. This number is compared to a 
healthy individual and any deviation from the norm of 
0 will show your range. If your T-Score is below the 
standard,  -1 up to -2.5 you are considered Osteopenia. 
Anything higher than -2.5 is considered Osteoporosis. 
   Medications in use today are Fosamax (a daily pill), 
Prolia (an injection twice a year), and Fortea (daily 
injections for two years). Results have shown a 60-75% 
decrease in fractures for those on medication. 
   While Osteoporosis cannot be cured, exercise to 
prevent falls and a balanced diet of fruits, vegetables 
and lean proteins along with daily intake of 600 mg of 
Calcium and 1,000 IU of Vitamin D(3), which helps 
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L a u r e n  S e a t o n ,  S u m m e r  C o m m u n i t y  L i f e  S e r v i c e s  I n t e r n  

 

the way. The workout proved to 
be effective as I woke up the next 
morning with quite a bit of 
soreness. Between the excursions 
and the state-of-the-art equipment in 
the Wellness Center, I will be able to 
fight the "BG 15" and keep my body 
feeling young. 
   In addition to the wellness 
center, Bishop Gadsden is filled 
with all the best amenities. A spa, 
pool, walking trails, art gallery, 
and pub; how could you ask for 

more? I know the masterminds behind Bishop Gadsden 
are already looking for ways to make the amenities even 
more exciting. Additionally, there is always something to 
do whether you like to play cards, listen to music, or 
dance. I think I will have plenty to keep me busy when I 
move in.  
   Beyond the great "stuff" at Bishop Gadsden, the most 
important thing to me is the people. Over the past five 
weeks, I have found BG to be an exemplary model of 
how all communities should be. Many times I have heard 
about the "BG way." To me, the "BG way" is what 
makes Bishop Gadsden a special place, and it all starts 
with the people who live and work there. The "BG way" 
is the two residents waiting for breakfast outside the 
Frederick Dining Room who say, "Good Morning, 
Lauren" every day. The "BG way" is flowers being set 
out after the passing of a resident. The "BG way" is 
recognizing a fellow employee who has gone above and 
beyond by sending praises through an email forwarded to 
all employees. The "BG way" is building a relationship 
with the neighborhood next to campus. The "BG way" is 
residents assisting employees in their futures through 
scholarships. The "BG way" is allowing an intern from 
the University of Kentucky feel like a part of the team.  
   The community at Bishop Gadsden is a special one. 
The food and amenities make it stand out, but it is the 
people inside who make Bishop Gadsden the gold 
standard for community living. I cannot wait to see the 
growth and development of Bishop Gadsden through the 
years and see what things are waiting for me in 2057! 

   I know 2057 is 40 years away, 
but give me a break! While I 
may only be 23 years old, I like 
to plan for the future. My name 
is Lauren Seaton, and I am an 
intern for the summer here at 
Bishop Gadsden. I attend the 
University of Kentucky, where I 
am getting my Master of Health 
Administration. (Sorry Duke and 
North Carolina basketball fans 
out there!  I promise I am not an 
obnoxious fan. Except maybe on 
game day.) When I learned I had to complete a 400-hour 
internship; I had two things in mind: Charleston and a 
retirement community. Through my good friend Google, 
I came upon Bishop Gadsden and knew I had found the 
"one." 
   I began my time at Bishop Gadsden in mid-May. Now, 
at the halfway point of my time here, I have come to 
some conclusions about the place you call home. First, 
Bishop Gadsden is a retired person's dream come true. 
Secondly, I need to get on that waiting list. With that 
being said, here are the top reasons I am moving to 
Bishop Gadsden in 2057. 
   During the first year of college, many are worried 
about gaining the "Freshman 15." For the first time, you 
have free reign over the food you eat with no parents 
trying to stop you. As soon as I saw the Market Place 
Café at Bishop Gadsden, I knew I was at risk for the 
"BG 15." The immaculate dining facilities are filled with 
some of the best food in Charleston. Whether you are in 
the mood for a slice of pizza or a formal sit down meal, 
BG has you covered. And the desserts? Wow! I try to 
limit myself to a couple of chocolate chip cookies each 
week, but that is no easy feat. The food is endless, and I 
have an inkling my future 63-year-old self will be in 
heaven! 
   How am I going to combat the "BG 15?" Head on 
down to the wellness center, of course. A couple of 
weeks ago, I joined in on the fitness excursion to James 
Island County Park. BG Wellness Trainer Ashley led us 
on our walk which incorporated different exercises along 

G I F T  G I V I N G  U P D A T E   

C h a r i t a b l e  G i v i n g  &  C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  O f f i c e  

View the GAB online at www.bishopgadsden.org                                                 

Lauren and the Myers Hall Men’s Club in 

Put’s Pub. 

   To assist the Charitable Giving and Communications Office, please place all charitable 
gifts in the newly installed drop box at our entrance door.   
   We ask that you no longer place checks, even if in an envelope, on either Stephanie or 
Kimberly’s desk, rather place in the box. All pledge forms that DO NOT include checks 
can be left on either desk or placed in the box for your convenience. 
   The box will be emptied daily during the work week. Many thanks for your assistance! 
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disorders, seizures, respiratory distress, and 
eventually, multiple organ failure and death. 
The mortality rate exceeds 50%.   
    Medications also play a role in our 
difficulty to adapt to a warmer temperature. 
Those who take beta blockers, diuretics, 
antihistamines, or cyclic antidepressants 
should be particularly cautious when working 
in a hot environment. 
    Prevention is the best treatment for heat-
related illnesses. Hydration, shade, and 

awareness of the heat index, which accounts for humidity 
and the air temperature, are all important strategies in our 
warm southern climate. 
 A heat index of: 
   80-90—use caution 
   90-105—moderate risk of heat exhaustion 
   105-130—high risk of heat stroke 
   Greater than 130—hazardous conditions 
   For example, if the air temperature is 90.0°F with a 
humidity of 80%, the heat index is 113. When the 
humidity reaches 100% with an air temperature of 90.0°F, 
the heat index is 132.  
    The treatment centers on a common sense approach.  
Remove the person from the hot environment, remove 
excess clothing, apply tepid water (cold water causes the 
blood vessels to constrict interfering with the release of 
heat), provide adequate air flow, and support the airway. 
To prevent the development of heat stroke, heat 
exhaustion should always be viewed as a medical 
emergency. 

   Heat illness is a leading cause of 
preventable morbidity.  All heat illnesses 
exist along a continuum and share similar 
characteristics. Essentially, the bottom 
line is that the rate of heat gain exceeds 
the body's ability to release the heat.  
    Heat exhaustion involves mild to 
moderate thermoregulatory failure in 
individuals exposed to a high heat index 
that accounts for humidity and air 
temperature.  Early signs and symptoms 
are subtle and often resemble a viral illness. A 
headache, nausea, vomiting, muscle cramps, fatigue, 
and irritability are the most common physical 
complaints. Older individuals are at a greater risk 
because of factors that include underlying illness, 
medication use, and declining adaptive mechanisms 
such as perspiration. Heat loss in a hot environment 
occurs mainly by radiation and evaporation. When the 
air temperature exceeds 95.0 or the heat index is greater 
than 90, the radiation of heat ceases, and evaporation 
becomes the only means of heat loss.  As the humidity 
increases, the evaporation of sweat is no longer 
possible. When one primary adaptive mechanism shuts 
down, heat stroke becomes more likely. 
    Heat stroke victims experience many of the same 
signs and symptoms as those with heat exhaustion, in 
addition to an increased pulse rate, decreased blood 
pressure, and a body temperature that exceeds 106.0°F.  
Progressive deterioration occurs and is manifested by a 
decrease in cardiac output, heart arrhythmias, bleeding 

D O C  T A L K :  H E A T  I L L N E S S  

D r .  J a c k  H i s l e y  

T H E  “ G R E A T  A M E R I C A N  E C L I P S E ”  A T  B G  

Frank Meade 

   It is all right here—avoid the masses, attend the classes, don’t buy glasses! No need to 
travel, it’s all here.  
   Solar Weekend begins at BG on Friday, August 18 at 4:00 PM in the Blackmer Hall 
“classroom” when Britt Lock, Resident Event Coordinator, introduces professional 
actress and producer of Traveling Literary Theater, Maggie Worsdale, who will present a 
dramatic reading of Annie Dillard’s essay, “Total Eclipse.” This essay, in which the 
author emotionally pinpoints the 1979 event, “The meaning of the sight overwhelmed its 
fascination. It obliterated meaning itself.” was selected for inclusion in The Best 
American Essays of the 20th century. 
   On Monday, August 21 at 2:00 PM, Eclipse Day, there will be a no-exam lecture in 
Blackmer Hall, by a guest speaker who will teach us all about solar eclipses and how to 
watch it and what to look before, during, and after the total eclipse. Then we put on a pair 
of certified-safe dark-filter glasses (Britt purchased 200 for us!) and parade out to Palm Court, where we can watch 
the sun being eclipsed. The eclipse will begin at 1:16 PM and end at 4:10 PM, with the total eclipse lasting 1 minute 
11 seconds at 2:47 PM, when only the sun’s corona visible. If it’s a nice day, you can see, with the naked eye, 
Venus, Jupiter, Mars, and Mercury, as well as other leading lights. Better have a jacket with you—the temperature 
can drop 20-30 degrees at total eclipse! Don’t miss it; the next total eclipse you can see here in Charleston is in 
2052! 
   And that’s not all! From 3:00-4:00 PM there will be music by the Ocean Drive Party Band for listening and 
dancing, and fortified “moon juice” and “solar punch” for imbibing. 
   Like I said, “It’s all here. No need to travel!” 
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a research station in Cordele, Georgia 
where he studied timber management 
problems of Slash Pine forests. Kathy 
worked as a Provisional Teacher, teaching 
English and Science to 7th and 8th-grade 
students. After two years Bill decided to 
take advantage of the G.I. Bill, and was 
accepted into the Ph.D. program at the 
Duke University School of Forestry. 
While at Duke their daughter Mary was 
born. After completing his course work, 
they returned to Cordele where Bill 
finished his research and wrote his thesis. 
He received his Ph.D. degree in 1961. 

Shortly after that their son Paul was born.  A year later 
Bill was transferred to Charleston to work at the Forest 
Service lab located at the time on  Savannah Highway 
near the Vegetable Breeding Laboratories. The Forest 
Service lab has since relocated to the Francis Marion 
National Forest near Huger, SC. 
   After a few years living on James Island Kathy was 
asked to play the piano for the Kindergarten at the 
Epworth Methodist Church on Camp Road. This 
prompted her to get her Masters of Arts in Teaching 
from the Citadel in 1972 and continue certification as an 
early childhood teacher.  As a now certified kindergarten 
teacher, she found a position at Columbus Street School 
in down town Charleston and several years later at Stono 
Park School in West Ashley. 
   In 1985-86 Bill and Kathy enjoyed a sabbatical in 
Olympia, Washington with a side trip to Hawaii. Since 
retirement, Kathy in 1997, Bill in 1998, they have gone 
on an Elder Hostel trip to Big Bend in Texas and another 
to Prince Edward Isle in Canada and a few Caribbean 
cruises. 
   Bill served as a Trustee at the James Island 
Presbyterian Church, sings in the choir as does Kathy. 
His string band trio, the "Fifth Sunday," provides 
preservice music every fifth Sunday.  As you can see, 
these two people have active, productive lives, and we 
are privileged to have them as our neighbors. 
 

   This delightful couple has lived at 
Bishop Gadsden since December 2009.  
They moved in from Lynwood on James 
Island, where they lived until moving to 
Charleston from Cordele, Georgia in 1962. 
   Kathy has a hard time saying no.  She 
maintains a small flower garden in front of 
their first floor apartment, makes flower 
arrangements for her church (the James 
Island Presbyterian Church), helps Martha 
Roberts arrange flowers when asked, and 
plays the organ in the Bishop Gadsden 
Chapel for the monthly Presbyterian 
services.  She is also on the staff of the 
Bishop Gadsden GAB. 
   Kathy was born in Abington Township, a suburb of 
Philadelphia, PA. and grew up in Philadelphia. She 
graduated from Abington Friends School in Jenkintown, 
PA. and then from Wilson College in Chambersburg, 
PA, with a BA in English literature.  Kathy met Bill on a 
blind date at a dance arranged by Wilson College and 
Penn State where Bill was enrolled as a forestry student. 
   Bill was born in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.  
His father, who was a Lutheran minister, had emigrated 
from Germany before the start of World War I.  The 
family, which included Bill, his sister and four brothers 
plus his mother and father, moved from Canada to 
Buffalo when Bill was only nine months old. His father 
was later called to a Lutheran church in Philadelphia 
where they became established, and Bill grew up. 
   Following graduation from high school, he left home 
for Penn State School of Forestry.  He graduated in 1952 
with a B.S. in forest management.  He and Kathy became 
engaged, but the marriage had to wait because Bill was 
drafted and served in the Army for two years during the 
Korean conflict. He was sent to Germany where he 
served in the Combat Engineers. Upon release from the 
Army in 1954, he and Kathy were married.  The couple 
moved to Penn State where Bill earned a Master's 
Degree in 1956. 
   Following graduation, Bill took a job as a Research 
Forester with the U.S. Forest Service. His first job was at 

B G  E A T S  O U T :  R E D  O R C H I D S  C H I N A  B I S T R O  

A d e l a i d e  W a l l i n g e r  

I N T E R E S T I N G  P E O P L E :  K A T H Y  A N D  B I L L  H A R M S  

D r .  W a l t  E c t o r  

the best I've ever had.  The combination of pork, bean 
curd, bamboo shoots and wood ear mushroom in hot, sour 
broth was rich and delicious.  Pat enjoyed the WONTON 
SOUP (cup $2.95, bowl $4.95) with pork filled dumplings 
in chicken broth.  You don't need the bowl unless it's your 
entrée—the cup is generous. 
   We shared the appetizer FIRE CRACKER SHRIMP  
($3.95), shrimp rolls in an unusual firecracker shape.  
Could have eaten ten at least! 

   Red Orchids China Bistro is a cut above most oriental 
restaurants. 
   Kelly and Tony Chu have been running the restaurant 
for 14 years and have garnered a good reputation for a 
classy Chinese meal.  No buffet stations or busy take-
outs.  Just a calm Bistro atmosphere with excellent 
service. 
   Pat Mesel and I tried the restaurant at lunchtime.  The 
HOT AND SOUR SOUP (cup $2.95, bowl $4.95) was 

Continued on next page 


